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There is considerable confidence as to global warming over the last 100 years and as to the continuation of this
trend for the next 100 years1. There is also little reasonable doubt about the role of anthropogenic factors —
with greenhouse gases overwhelming aerosol cooling — for the last few decades. Substantial uncertainties persist,
however, as to the degree and timing of the future warming. These uncertainties are of two kinds: (i) given a certain
anthropogenic emission scenario of greenhouse gases and aerosols, what is the range of climate change, not only
in global temperatures and large-scale precipitation, but also in the probability distributions of events that are more
localized, in space and time; and (ii) assuming the best-possible estimates for (i), what will the actual trajectory
of human behavior be, i.e., how will that scenario be selected or modified? This talk will mostly address the first
question, but will touch upon the second one, too.

After reviewing the present evidence on the uncertainties1, we shall try to get at some fundamental causes for them.
These causes include, of course, imperfect knowledge on the many physical, chemical and ecological mechanisms
that contribute to the climate system’s behavior, but also a still imperfect understanding of the dynamics of a com-
plex system like the Earth system2,3. Issues of stable or unstable dynamics and statistics with respect to changes in
poorly known parameters will be discussed, emphasizing the role of nonlinearities and of random processes in this
behavior4. Some recent ideas on the systematic optimization of general circulation models will be outlined5. The
second question will be posed as one of the coupled modelling of the natural and social environment, including
one or two surprises as to the results of such coupling6. Finally, a road map for this coupled modelling will be
outlined, with tongue solidly pressed in cheek.
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